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Goal
•

Our goal is to develop a concept for an affordable
low size, weight, and power device to aid the blind.

The motivation for this project comes from the
observation that autonomous vehicles are becoming
mature, and yet the blind have very few navigational
aids.
• The primary navigational tool for the blind is their
cane.
• Through interviews with our stakeholders at NFB
three majors findings are:
•
The blind want a device that will provide
information while not impinging upon their
freedom to make their own decisions.
•
The blind are very attune to their surroundings,
particularly audibly, and should not be
overwhelmed with additional inputs.
•
The last 30 feet of navigation can be difficult as
GPS will get one within range of a destination
but cannot provide final guidance.
•
Currently there are few devices or software apps
that are useful to the blind. Examples include Aira (a
video connection to a sighted agent advisor [Ref 5]),
Seeing AI (an app for text, currency, scene, bar code, etc.
recognition [Ref 6]), generic Google / Apple maps , and
Voiceover and Talk Back which make Android and IOS
phones accessible.

Project Components
Bus Stop Detection
Color & Shape Detection

MSER & Optical Character Recognition

•

System Block Diagram

Envisioned Solution

Bus Stops in Baltimore have a rectangular shape with either
blue or red filled in their signs. We used an algorithm to
isolate rectangles in our test images and subsequently
identify the dominant color to identify bus stop signs.

MSER stands for Maximally Stable Extremal Regions and it identifies
“blob” or stably connected components from a gray image. Then it
excludes non-text regions based on preset geometric
properties. !"#. 1 Final step is to see whether our text region
includes our words of interest - “Bus Stop”.

Speeded up Robust Features Detection

Speeded up Robust Features or SURF for short takes an
invariant local features of a reference and test images and
identifies matched points to locate our object of interest.[Ref
2]. The advantages of this method is its fast computation
speed allowing for real-time detection and its invariance to
image transformations.

Aggregated Channel Feature (ACF) Detection

ACF computes several channels from an input image and sums every block of pixels in the channels. A
neural network is trained with positive (object) and negative (background) samples for four iterations
&

to detect the object of interest. Training is done via labeling ground truth data.
The advantages of
using ACF is due to its fast training and detection process and allows for real-time detection unto 30
frames-per-second. The ACF detected bus stop signs in test images.

ACF was trained to detect obstacles of a sidewalk path. The first-person walking videos
were obtained, after which a neural network was trained to detect poles, people, and cars.
In a test video, the trained ACF detector was able to identify poles with high accuracy.
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Sidewalk surface were detect via several methods
as shown. These were tested using video frames
of sidewalks in the Homewood area., including
shadows, nearby streets, and differing sidewalk
textures. Among the best methods are frame
averaging and surface smoothing.
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